
        03: Construction of the Reals



CONSTRUCT THEREAL I's.

DEDEKIND "CUTS"1892.

Ginsen free venue in additions
in

* has no solution in R.

Consider:A= SX-R:x< 23.

LEAST UPPER BOUND.

Let: Say EcS ordered.

If there exists BES s.t.

for all NCEwe have xP
then call an upper bound for E.

say E is boundedabove.

Clower bound:replace -by (

Ex: 2 is an upper bound for A.

Eis an u.b. for A. (why?. If not,AXEA,XLI, then x<121>2 *1.

Def:If Ihe S st.
DX is an upper boundof E.

and& if Usd => U is not an upper bound of E.

then 2 is called the least upper bound (lub) of E or supremum of E. write a=supE

S =A. Ex:E=9,1, 23, supE=2

E =D
-,

the negrational. SupE =0.

E
=&, supEdoes not exist. (It'sunbounded above). SupE = + X.

E =A,(before). Sup A does not exist



We'll CONSTRUCT IR AND PROVE

Thm:IR is an ordered field, with lub property.
and IR contains & as a subfield.

A set S has the lab property (satisfies the completeness axiom).

if every non-empty subset of S

that has an upper bound, also, has a lub in S.

Dedekind:A cut I is a subset ofR s.t.

& 2 = b, A (non-trivial]

& If pc &, q GA andq<p, then qcd [closeddownward]

③ If P&G, then par for some 5 = 2. (no largest number].

EX:A (before) is not a cut.

& =D
- is a cut.

B =9v
=R: r = 23 is not a cut.

LetIR 94.d is a cut 3 some set, show it has structure.

·Let order:Say &<B if and onlyif&EP

· Addition:2 + :=[r+s:red,s-p}
check it iscut:

·non-trivial (check).

closed down:if pex+B, say g<p
=rts is ge x+?

note 8-S<r,so g-SCL. Then g=(g-sits as desired.



show axioms Al-A5

add identity 0* =D- check 2+0*=

add inverse for 2, B = [p: Ers0 st. -p-r*d3
show a +B=0*

Multiplication be careful of neg

Def:if 2, B = 1 +(2> 0*)

2B = =5p:p<Us for some red, se 3

Let 1* = (q<1:qe x3


